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Alternative links Category:RestaurantsQ: make a class called User from another class I have two
classes, User and Account. In Account class I have: User.find(auth.id) In User I have def

self.find_by_id(id) find_by_id(id) end How do I make this find_by_id method usable in my Account
class? I don't want to just copy and paste the find_by_id method in every class that needs it, because

it's not good practice. A: Generally a method like this would be implemented in some sort of
ActiveRecord class, e.g. in a User class. Such a class could be used like this: user = User.find(1)
user.account # -> # If a person has_many account, they could do: user.accounts # -> [, ,..] You

can't really move the method into the Account class, but you could implement it in a module or in
some common library module like activesupport (like it is doing the job of User). A: The rule of thumb
is that the User class should be a model class. If you want to use a method from User in Account, the

method should be defined in User. If it's just find_by_id the technique you're using is sound. The
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